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Read the lab manual introduction for Ampere’s Law.1 In 1819 Hans Christian Ørsted 
discovered that a current carrying wire produces a magnetic field. The magnetic field 
lines are concentric circles around the wire that are in the direction that your fingers coil 
if you point your thumb in the direction of the current when using the right hand rule. 
The magnetic field is given by 

𝐵𝐵 =
𝜇𝜇0𝑖𝑖
2𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋

 

 

Where i is the current in the wire, µ0 is the permeability of free space (which you will 
extract in lab during the experiment and compare to the given value), and r is the radial 
distance out from the center of the wire.  

 

In the Ampere’s Law lab you will measure the magnetic field perpendicular to the wire 
as a function of the distance from the wire as shown in Figure 1.  

The low voltage power supply delivers the current (~7.5 A) through the wire. The knife 
switch allows you to turn the current on and off without resetting the power supply 
current each time. The knob moves the Giant Magnetoresistive (GMR) sensor radially 
out from the wire, and a micrometer measures that distance. The amplifier box (set to 
200) amplifies the signal, and the multimeter measures the voltage of the GMR sensor. 
The voltage of the sensor is directly proportional to the magnetic field. You will record 
the voltage off the multimeter and the distance off the micrometer (after you properly 
zero it). 

 



 
Figure 1. Current-carrying wire with magnetic field sensor ready to measure the magnetic field 

perpendicular to the wire. 

 

 

Questions: 

 
1. Create an Excel sheet as described in #3 of the procedure on page 225 of your 

lab manual.1 You will have to input your calibration constant (which converts your 
voltage from the GMR sensor to a magnetic field value) once you get to lab as 
each setup has a unique calibration constant labeled on the setup. 
 

2. The distance r is the distance from the center of the wire, but the wire and the 
sensor both have thickness (See Figure 2). Your first measurement will be at 
position sensor p=0.32 mm. The radius of the wire r′ is 1.18 mm and the sensor 
depth s is 0.5 mm so you cannot measure closer than 1.68 mm (1.18 mm +0.5 
mm). A position sensor of 0.32 mm (reading off of micrometer) means that the 
distance from the center of the wire to the place that the magnetic field is 
measured is 2 mm (r= r′+s+p =1.18 mm + 0.5 mm + 0.32 mm=2.00 mm). What is 
the distance from the wire, r, when the micrometer reads 1.23 mm? 



 
Figure 2. Wire diameter, sensor depth, and position sensor 

 

 

Key Points to Remember during Lab: 

1. The wire gets hot!!!! Do not touch it when there is current running through it. 
2. The current on the low power supply should be set to 7.5 A. This produces the 

current in the wire that will create the magnetic field. You will measure the 
strength of the magnetic field as you move away from the wire.  

3. To zero the micrometer, the sensor will just touch the wire, and then you will hit 
the zero button on the micrometer (shown by the yellow arrow in the 
photograph). 

  
Figure 3. Zeroing the micrometer with the sensor just touching the wire. 



 
4. When you run the current through the wire, the lab manual states that the voltage 

produced by the sensor, when the sensor is placed close to the wire, should read 
~9 V (read on the multimeter). Some of the apparatus do not read that high. They 
are marked on the unit as reading low voltage. They still work great and should 
give very good results. 

5. The gain on the amplifier should be set to 200. To turn it on, do not forget to flip 
the switch which is located on the rear of the box. 

6. Make sure that your wires to the power supply and switch are placed away from 
the sensor. As you know, any current-carrying wires produce magnetic fields so 
you want to minimize the effect of those wires on your results. 

7. Make sure that you use enough significant figures and that your units are 
consistent. 

8. Keep in mind that the wire gets hot when you throw the knife switch so that the 
voltage may fluctuate a bit on the multimeter (Remember from Ohm’s Law I that 
resistance of a metal changes with temperature.). It is best to just be consistent 
as you make measurements. For example, you might want to count to 15 after 
you throw the switch and then write down the voltage. 
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